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Fuel Pump Extensions –

Fuel pump

extensions are not a complicated piece of
hardware. Their job is to simply move the
pump forward to clear the blower belt on
some applications or the harmonic balancer
in other situations. Or that is where they
start, in the design and application process.
More considerations come into play once
the product is placed in use. In some
applications, like non supercharged engines
with small fuel pumps, it probably doest
make any difference how strong the pump
extension is because almost any design will
work as long as it meet the rest of the design
criteria. Such as, does it have a notch to clear
the harmonic balancer and does it prevent oil from leaking between the pump and the end of the extension. Not all
pump extensions will do that.
In supercharged applications more considerations must be met in the design criteria of the product. Supercharged
engines use larger, heavier fuel pumps, and often fuel pump magneto drives. Now the fuel pump extension must carry
the larger fuel pump, the offset magneto drive and the magneto. Now all that stuff is getting heavy and you are hanging
it out on the end of a flimsy fuel pump extension. How long will that last? Add to this some bad tire shake and you have
a fuel pump extension housing failure. Since the magneto is driven through the fuel pump extension, should it fail at an
incontinent time it could misfire and cause a blower explosion.
There are three basic different designs for fuel pump extensions.
*Three piece billet design
*One piece cast design
*One piece billet design.

Three piece billet design
The three piece billet design was created to produce a product that can be manufactured with the least amount of
material and work thus reducing the cost of the product. The problem is that this design uses ¼” bolts or smaller in a
very small bolt pattern around the tube of the extension to bolt the end pancakes to. This small bolt circle has a limited
strength since the top and bottom bolts are usually only about 1 1/4 inch apart. If you hang a big fuel pump, magneto
offset drive and a magneto out on the end of a long extension and have some tire shake how long will it take to have a
failure here? Remember they are threaded into the aluminum pancakes that form the fuel pump extension flanges
which are usually only about 3/8” thick.

One piece cast design
One piece cast design is not very robust and must be much heavier. In today’s racing some racers are using more and
more overdrive which means larger and larger bottom pulleys and in this situation getting the clearance between the
bottom pulley and the fuel pump extension can be a problem.
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One piece billet design
Although this design is the most expensive because it requires a lot of machining to remove the material to create the
product. Material that costs to purchase initially and then has to be removed to create the product. This design is by far
the strongest design. The one piece billet design starts with a solid bar of aluminum and machines off the material that
is not needed. A strong and robust design creates a product that the racer will never have a problem with. Although
more expensive to manufacture than other designs this is the product that racers use when they do not want failures.

Design features used in a quality product
A design consideration that is often overlooked by the designer and manufacturers of fuel pump extensions is to insure
the engine oil from the front timing cover or gear drive does not leak out. Some do not use a bearing to support the
driveshaft and even some of those who do rely on the bearing to hold the oil inside the engine. Unfortunately the oil
will seep past the bearing and the shaft or the housing and will leak out. The LOWE Industries fuel pump extension uses
both a bearing (with seals to protect the bearing) and a separate seal on the fuel pump driveshaft to seal the oil inside
the engine. Most fuel pump extensions do not take this into consideration and racers find that they must put some type
of sealer between the fuel pump and the extension to keep the oil from dripping out. There are two problems with this.
First is only covering up a design flaw of the fuel pump extension and second if the fuel pump seal should fail in insures
that it will not leak onto the ground. There are two problems with this.
As a racer you want know if you fuel pump is leaking as the seal because this means that fuel intended for the engine is
not getting there which means a lean condition and also that the fuel instead of leaking onto the ground is now going
into the engine and diluting the engine oil, something else you do NOT want.

Bolt pattern.
There are two different bolt patterns on fuel pumps. Most small pumps have the asymmetrical three bolt pattern while
all large pumps have the standard four bolt pattern. This pattern is four 1/4" holes on a 2.75” bolt circle. Our fuel pump
extensions are drilled for mounting to the engine with the four holes for three reasons. First four bolts are stronger than
three, and the four bolts are symmetrical. Finally the square pattern is more mounting friendly. Where the fuel pump
mounts most of our fuel pump extensions have dual pattern. One pattern is the standard symmetrical four hole pattern
for the big pumps and the other is the asymmetrical pattern for the small pumps. Most pumps made today have a
separate mounting flange that allows the pump to rotate to position the pump where you want it but the older pumps
do not have that. We have positioned the three hole asymmetrical pattern to point the pump outlet at the 2o’clock
position (as you look at the front of the engine)as this points the pump outlet towards the barrel valve on a
supercharged engine. Caution as the lower pump mounting bolt length may be critical as on some applications it may
pass through and hit either the crank trigger ring or blower pulley.

Driveshaft length.
Since our fuel pump extension may be used with other vendors hardware it is important to verify the driveshaft length
when installing the fuel pump extension. We will provide you with a driveshaft long enough for most applications and in
some applications it may be too long so you may have to remove a little off the end. If it is too short (very rare) let us
know and we can supply you with a driveshaft made to the length desired.

Advantages of LOWE Industries fuel pump extensions
*One piece billet makes it the strongest possible design and insures no
leaks between bolt together joints.
* Bearing supported drive shaft insures the fuel pump drive will not be
subjected to undue stress.
* Inner seal keep the oil inside the engine and any leaking fuel outside
the engine.
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Now that the design parameters are out of the way lets discuss application.
The 2.5” extension is usually meant for use on non supercharged engines to get the pump out past the harmonic
balancer and in some cases past the crank trigger ring. It can be used in some situations where there is limited clearance
in the front of the engine and the bottom blower pulley is not so large as to get in the way and it allows the pump to sit
back slightly inside the blower belt saving room in front of the engine.
The 5” extension is the usual extension for most normal applications. Our billet extension is strong enough we have
even had customers cut the bottom out of it so they could run a very big bottom pulley so that the blower pulley just
barely cleared the fuel pump driveshaft. Now that is a big pulley.
Small block Chevy’s usually use the notched extensions. This is because of the distance between the crank centerline
and the cam centerline on this engine. The notch is used to clear the harmonic balancer on a normally asteriated engine
(with a 2.5” extension) or the notch is used to clear the blower pulley on a supercharged engine. Not all supercharged
engines use a blower pulley large enough to require a notched extension but some do and if you are ever going step up
your combination you may need the clearance.
Big block Chevys, Small block Fords and Chrysler Hemi’s do not need
a notched extension. So far this has been a lot of information about
a product that is really quite simple but knowledge is power and we
want to give all our customers as much power as possible.

Four different configurations
A. 2.5” – no notch – pn 35225-25100
B. 2.5” – notch – pn 35225-25101
C. 5” – no notch – pn 35225-50100
D. 5” – notch – pn 35225-50101
2.5” – no notch – pn 35225-25100 List Price $ 315.00 + Racer Decal Discount $ 275.00 +
2.5” – notch – pn 35225-25101
List Price $ 335.00 + Racer Decal Discount $ 300.00 +
5” – no notch – pn 35225-50100
List Price $ 345.00 + Racer Decal Discount $ 305.00 +
5” – notch – pn 35225-50101
List Price $ 360.00 + Racer Decal Discount $ 330.00 +
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